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A bstract ; Using a niodiricd tlcfinilion of irreducible operator, an lircducihle Gieen's 
lunclion theory for generalized Heisent^rg ferromagnet in one-, tv/o- and thice dmiensions is 
developed We describe the isotropic three-dimensional case in detail and present a bnel 
description ot one- and ivvo-diincfisional cases 'I'he results for ('iiiie lemperaiurc and high- 
lemperaiure susceptibility series aie found to be in good agiecment with the lesulis obtained from 
exact high-leni(x:rature senes expansion
Keywords : Irreducible Gieen's function, generalr/ed Heisenlx;ig (eironiagncl, decoupling 
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1. Introduction
In formulating a Green's function theory for the study of the statistical mechanical properties 
ol magnetic models the equalion-of-motion methtxi with suitably devised decoupling schemes 
was used in the past (see, for example, refs. [K2J). With the motivation to remove the 
arbitrariness in the so-called decoupling schemes the Irreducible Green's function (IRG) 
formalism was used to study several different problems with interesting results [3-6]. This 
formalism has been recently applied successfully by one of the authors [7,8).
The purpose of the present paper is to employ a modified approach to irreducible 
Green's function formalism to study a Heisenberg ferromagnet described by the following 
generalized Hamiltonian
«  = -p M . + c /2)^  ‘S')] (0
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with r,j = a i, a j
r,, = « *
= 0 Otherwise, ( 2 )
where D is a paramcicr rcprcsciiiinj:, the dimensionaliiy ot the lattice. 1) 1, 0, oc conespond
respectively to three-, two- and one-dimensions, /,y , k are the unit vectors along the three 
cartesian coordinates x, r and a is the lattice spacing. The parameiei i] indicates the strength 
ol the axial anisotropy whose value lies between 0 and I corresponding to Ising and 
Heisenberg limits respectively. The parameter/i is related to the spectropic splitting and 
represents the applied magnetic lield.,/  ^ is the bilinear exchange integral between S, and 
r, / indicating the lattice site indices. '
The generali/cd Heisenberg model described by eq. ( 1 ) is wellknown and was studied 
in the past by several authors [^-1 I ]. We shall use a modified and easily tractable approach to 
IRCj lormalism to the problem. The special case /  ^ = 1, 77 = I which corresponds to an 
isotropic three dimensional terromagnet will he studied in Section 3 in detail. Other cases will 
be studied in subsequent sections
2 . Irreducible (»reen's functinn
Using eq. ( 1 ) the Founei-transtormed equation of motion in momentum sp ^e  lor the 
Green s luriei'on wnilcn down reatlily in the lollowing lorin |7,S|
+ (2 / V/V) ^ S i  ^.Si..6- )), (3)
where N represents the nuniher of lauiec sues and co ,s the energy index. The angular brackets 
refer to the usual (hernial averages The subscripts k.q stand lor (he incoming and out
coming momentum lines and A' relcis to the internal momentum lines in diagrammatic 
language.
In earlier approaches ofet|uaiion of motion method the higher order Green's functions 
m cq. (31 are decoupled by some approximaiions. This procedure is aibitrary. To avoid this 
arhiirarincss irreducible Green's function is introduced. In the formulation of IRG formalism 
ol lakida 131, Micnas and Kowalewski [4), Marvakov etal (7 | and Kuzemsky [61 a residual
Cireen's function ( ( /* ; ‘.S;.)) was introduced so that a generalized mcan-ricld contribution 
with unknown eoetiiciciu is extracted out horn a higher order Green's function. The 
mathemattcally necessary condmoti which throws eq. (3) in the lorm of exact Dyson equation 
IS tomially called the irreducibiliiy condition and this was stated as
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This condilion served Ihc purpose and coivsequenlly was called an irreducible operator. The 
purpose what the above condition fulfills is that u allows one to write cq. (3) in the form of 
exact Dyson equation which contains the irreducible sell-energy o[x:ralor.
It is worth noting that there exists an alternative but not presumably equivalent 
condilion which also serves the purpose of throwing eq. (3) in the form exact Dyson 
equation The condition is that X is not zero, but it is independent of the internal momenta k' 
Undei this condition the residual Green's function may be called the irreducible Geecn's 
funclKm The advantage of such an assumption is that the residual Gieen's function does not 
t'onsisl ol any unknown coeflicient
In the present problem we define a residual Green's function as
h-  \ - ) )  = -  (.sv).s-;
+ n {s i ,.)sl. - a  {a ,. - A ,_ , . ) s l ;  S^.)). (5\
where the first two terms in the right hand side are the usual mean-field terms and the last 
term comes from the Callcn contribution so that (X ^  h j2S^ , ~  )
h I^ S'  ^ the spontaneous magnetization
3. Isotropic three-dim ensional fcrroniagnet
A New irrcducihility condilion and Dyson equation :
The isotropic ihice-dimensional IciTomagnet concs(Hmds to the special case D = L q = 1 of 
the gcnerali/,ed Hamiltonian shown by eq. (1). In this case, using cq. (5) in eq. (3) we gel
where is the energy spectrum.
rx;* = ox,, + 2b{j, - . / , )  + (2/x/.r )(1/A') ■ A-X-) O)
c
with
The last (ireen's function in the right hand side of cq. (6) can be eliminated by setting 
up an equation of motion for diflerentiating with respect to the .second time
vari[ible. Wc get
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(w tu„J ( / / , ;  = [X/2n]6^_^.
.  (2/V-V) ^ J ,  { S [ S ,, .  -  Sl.^.S-,)))
( ( '‘ ■■'w>'  ( ( ' -  ."5;- - (■'; .>■.■
- “ ( \  - \ - , ) - v ) )
L^ liminaling , '^V))
(ro^o jj((.v ;..V ,)) .. [hln)8,  ^ (2 /V/v) ]^./,.(A/2;r)
\  A'
k'L" L '
(«)
f‘J)
( 10)
The .sceonci lenii in ihe right h;imJ >>100 ol the abiive equalion is our subject o( altenlitm since 
this term nrc'cnis us from writing eq (10) m the form of Dyson equation. The usual 
assumption A = 0 which is known as the irreducibility condition serves the purpose but it 
tniposes the constraint ol determining some unknown coefficients complicating the 
subsequent analysis. But if we assume that il A is indejicndent of k ' then the second term 
vanishes since X*' = 0. Ik) (10) cart then be written 111 the form of enact Dyson equation
D’^ (fu) = G^(w) + (i';“(ru) y  (A:. w ) G', (n>). 
where g "(Ci» is the zeroth order Green's tunciion in the present .scheme given by
where 2dk, (f)) Ls ihc self-energy.
' ^(k, io)  = /\(W )[| + f’^ (cu)G’"f(0)]'' 
f i,Uo) Ix'ing ihe polari/alion opcralcu' given hy
P,Uu) = ' X  A -/r-((^ .V ))-
Die renonnali/ed energy spectrum is obtained from the poles of a (^u})
(II)
( 12)
(13)
(14)
G,Uo) = (hijr)l(i„ a; )  
hi Ivin-J the tvnorm:i!iAc! eiici-v s|xUniiii itivcii hy
hi -  10, + 1 / . / ; : ) ^  (A, lo i-, e), e  -> 0 
l l  hstinuithm of self cncix^y and < nnr rcniprniturc
Due to tlic lack nl uny cyplicit icprcscntation ofan irtcduciblc opciaiot wo allom,)! hero to
oh,am an oMunato ol tho sell-energy hy introduc.n, an operator h such that one can wnte m
L^ L'iicral,
' ( ' ' ' ' ■ ) )  ■ ( ( " I ' I  •)> ,17,
Where \R \and | / | ate tcduchle and .rrcduchle spm blocks. F,on, above, it rs evulent tha
( ( I ' l  ■)) = {"> ' ( ( l ' ' ! - ) )  „ „
I 'smp Ihcse general obscr\ations we may write
" d-{{{s, .y; ,  - ,y (,vpv.,., .y, ^,,v))) „ „
v^licrv IS a pdiamcici c -  '
Ihe Mghi hand side ol er|. (19 ) now contains only the lediieible spin opeiaior 
eoinbination Also A = 0 coriesponds to the lowest oider approximation. We consider hc-ie 
^ 0  The decoupling of the Green's function in the righl hand side of ec, ( ly, by random 
pliase approximation leads to Ihe lollowing expression lor I(A, oj),
Z  -  -'i y'OlUO) [l 4 TT* ^ )’
x G V « )G ;’(ru)J '. ^20)
<'s-plaemg by G’l'im) and considering only the leading term of the above equation
Modified iirrdtu ihlc (deal's fiim tum formalism etc 9^
G\ia)) ~ (d/2/r
U) -  W, (0- co^
where
to 2hh\ j,
(O, = 2/,Af,(y„ . / j ,
(21)
(22)
( 2.1)
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^ I + ^ + X,
R2=1-  ^ + x ,
X -  (*/■!•■')/.
/  (2./„V)vr' X a  ("1” + ’h ' \
with n["' = (exp (/Jwl” ) .. Ij '• Ai heinj; the Boll/niann constant.
At hijih temperatures, the spontaneous magnetization h is obtained by using ^bc 
relation h = S{S+ I ) (3 <1>T' with
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
0  = (2VW)-' X  ("i" + "I"’) (28)
The Curie temperature T, may now be obtained in the usual way [ I ]. We get lor any S
AiA«^'. = (9/4)(/-'V(5'4 d ) (,/t^ ) + /(-<^)). (29)
m
W ith  f ( ^ )  = ^SF(\ + ^)  + (S-^\ ) {F-])  (30)
For ^ = 0. ccj. (29) reduces to that ol'Callen [11. Eq. (29) has been computed for six spin 
values S = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, 3 and for .vc\ hre, fee lattices, the parameter ^ being fitted to
Tiibic 1. The values of ^ for.V -  1/2, 1. 3/2. 2. 5/2, 1 and for u , ha and Jir  
latiiccN. reproduemg the Fade' approxinuiii results of Wood and Dalton (14],
s
V .Hues 01 <;
S( Ur I d
1/2 0 755 0 708 0 660
1 (U519 0 486 0.452
3/2 0 388 0 382 0.359
2 0 349 0 325 0 302
5/2 0 .305 0 285 0.273
3 0 265 0,249 0.247
reproduce the Fade' approximant results of Wood and Dalton [121. These values of ^ are 
presented in Table 1, Using Table I a least square fit of f  against 1/5 is obtained and the plot 
of ^ -  (^ /5 ) + £/ is shown in Figure 1, where the actual values are shown by black circles.
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Fixlrapolating to 5’ «  wc gel the values oi‘^ for a t , hcc and/cc lauices. Using these values
the following expression has been computed
Figure 1. Ix-aM square fil ol‘ r.v 1/5. Black circles are Ihe actual values
_ 4[(4A’ - I ) '  -  
:JS^ 9F"(5F~2)
(31)
The values are shown in Table 2 where the Fade’ approximant results,arc also shown. The 
agreement is quite satisfactory.
Table 2. The values of (5 —> **) for sc, bcc and Ja  lattices along with
the values oflcusi square fit parameters a and b the extrapolated values of ^ for S —> »  
are also shown. The last column refers to the Fade’ approximani results of Wood and 
Dalton [14].
Latncc a h kgT jzJS '
Prc.sent
paper
Fade'
XC 0.1965 0.2868 0 1965 0 4744 0.4873
hcc 0.1864 0.2686 0.1864 0 5084 0 5186
fee 0.1820 0.2450 0.1820 0.5229 0.5307
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C Htf^h - temperature expansion for susceptibility : 
Del’ining the susceptibility X ~ we gel
(l/3)A’(S+l) = { x k j j n ‘ ) {2- lN] '  'y^i)f(k).
k
(32)
V  ^ A
(33)
where
\)/(k) = A^{^) + A,(- p34)
with = [l + ( l x l k t ^ ) ( \ +^  + ^ ) [ J , - J , ) ] '  ■
and proceedingTlie junction y/(/c) is expanded in powers of ^ Reluming the terms upto £
in the usual way 111 wc arrive at the following expression for the reduced susceptibility ;|fo =
Zo = 1 + ' + 'V* + <'2f’ + (36)
where f = 7 ^ /7 \ 7^  ^ being thcMnoleculardleld Curie temperature and
Ki^ure 2. The plot of Mij^Tx/^^S(S+\) against 7 ^ /7  for 5 = « . s =6. The dotted line with 
black circles represent ihe results of high-icmperature series (HTS) expansion and the thick curve 
refers lo the IRG results ol Ihe present paper
r, = 1 - 25*
35z
C2 = 2r, + -  1 ~ 2^'co.
(37)
(38)
with
Modified irreducible Green's function formalism etc 
Co = (5 + l)/(35),
C3 =  C'2 +  1 “  3C| +
s' = [(7 5 ^ - 4 5 + 2 ) + (2/z) (85’ +75-l)]/95^
(39)
(40)
(41)
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Eq. (26) has been computed for 5 = «=, z = 6, The results are shown by the curve 
marked IRG in Figure 2, where the high-temperature series (HTS) results are also shown. 
HTS results were obtained by Shanker and Singh [13] using the general formulation of Wood 
and Dalton [14]. The agreement between HTS and IRG is really very good.
4. Phase transition of the first kind for the generalized model
Following Stanley and Kaplan [15] we denote by the temperature where the phase 
transition of the first kind occurs, i.e., at this temperature the spontaneous magnetization 
vanishes. Proceeding as in Section 2 we arrive at the following expression for 7’^ !^  for the 
generalized model
zd
k T
c
iyy = [3(2 + D)/4(5+1)]/'(77,D )(c*+C-), (42)
where
C* = 5(2 + ZJ)/(fj,£))(l±^) + (S+l) [{(2 + D)/(3rj)}/(r),D)-l] (43)
rt n n
/(T7.Z)) = [\!n ’ ) i l f  dxdydz
2 + D cosx + cosy-t- Dcosz 
3n ” 3
(44)
Using cq. (42) along with eqs. (43) and (44) we shall study the following different cases: 
Case 1:D = 1,()< rj<l.
This case corresponds to an anisotropic three-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet for which 
the exact high temperature series results are available from the general formalism of Wood 
and Dalton [14].*We here propose that the following empirical equation fits well with the 
HTS values for a simple cubic lattice
K^ (TJ) = AT '^^d) + 0,0855 5(5+1) (1-rj’ ) ( \ -r j f**.  (45)
wliere = kgTJJ^ and/(*"'(!) is the equation of Rushbrooke and Wood [16] for the
isotropic case
= (5/96) [(z-l)/z] [115(5+1) -  l]. (46)
Comparing eqs. (42) and (45), we obtain the values of 4 for various values of t) and 5. A 
least square fit of these values with (he equation ^ = (i/5 ) + fl weget die values of ^  (S~*
«SA.(|)8
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for different 77. The plot of for 5 = «^  and for a simple cubic lathee is
shown in Figure 3 where the HTS results are also shown. The agreement is indeed 
satisfactory.
Kiffure 3. The variation ol Curie temperature with re.speci to the anisotropy parameter for a 
simple cubic anisotropic .V = «  Heisenberg ferromagnet The broken curve refers to the HTS 
results and (he unbroken curve to the present IRG theoryCa.se I I : 0 0 , 77 =: 1 .
This IS the wcllknown onc-dimenstonal case and one finds
/(l.D) = (l/V a) (1.9286 -  (0.7186/a)), (47)
so that 7'^ * 0.
Case n i : Z) 0, 7) = 1.
This reters to the two-dimensional case and the asymptotic fom of / (1 ,a) is
/(I, a) -> -(3/2rt) loga, (48)
St) that 7'I” vanishes.
The expression for the zero-field static susceptibility for the generalized model may be
readily written down in the following form
"" /?5 (5 > i)  -  ' + '  + + CjfTJ) f’+C3(TJ)f4.
where t is the same as before and the coeffictents are 
^'i(n) = 1 +
(49)
^2^^^ “^1  ^ (^'*^‘^2)’
' C3(n) = 2^ + C,J,7J, + [3 + -  2Jj + Sj + 2tj^ s,S2 +
(2/ z)s2 (2 + ;?%)]. (50)
with s, = (25-I)/35, S2 = (S+D/3S,
S j =( S - 2 ) / 3S ,  ,7, =
 ^being the number of nearest neighbours.
Restricting to the case D = 1 the values of Xo lor several spin values and for some 
values of the anisotropy parameter rj arc calculated for certain values of The results
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Figure 5. The variation of reduced susceptibility Xq respect to Tf^JT for 5 = «>, D = 1, 
Tj = 0.6.
have been found to be in very good agreement with HTS results. We present only two cases- 
one for 5 = 1, D = 1, 7] = 0.6 and other for 5 = a. /) = 1, 77 = 0.6. These are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5, where the HTS results for Xo ®lso shown for comparison.
5. Two-dimensional case and the phase transition of the second kind
Let be the temperature at which a phase transition of the second kind occurs [15]. The 
ej^ pression for can be obtained from the following equations
Sambhu Nath Mitm and K G Chakraborty 
3{S*)<I> =S(5+1), (51)
^***06^ vanotion of reduced susceptibility with respect to T’^ /7 ' lor 5 = /) = l.
\+4+x \~4+x
where 0  = _(i/2) + (4/370(5 ')]''
+ (1/6)^■/o{5') [i + JC + (27o2:)''] -  (l/3)^7o^5') 
md = -  (6z)-'/37o{5')' (1 + i) + (4^7o5^)'‘
(52)
\ + 4+x
^ ¥ A ± .
l - ^  + x
where. X = ((5')/5^)/, (^^)-‘ = , ^ [2J,xd ± 4 + . ) ] '’ 
Let us consider the phase where (5')  is absent so that we get
/(/i*,0)(l + ^ )-' +/(//" ,0)(1-|)-' = (4/3)/37o5(5 + D
(53)
(54)
(53)
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/(/<'',O) -  /J* /(/x“,0) -  n~ _
+ 0  ^  M‘ 0 - 0
0.
Above two equations are solved to give in the limit 
= (2/3)5(5+d(i - ^ ') .
Comparing with the exact result [16]
= [U-l)/5z] [25(5 + 1) -  1].
n-|1/2
we gel « = 1 -  (9/20) 1 - 125(5+1)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
so that for classical spin (S = «>) one gets |  = 0.742.
High-temperature susceptibility series for the generalized model may be shown to be 
given by eq. (49) except r/| is now to be replaced by
rj, = 1 -  [(3rj)/(2 + 0 ) f  [(z + D/z). (60)
Figure 6. The variation of reduced susceptibility Xf) respect to T j^ /T  for S  
D -  0 which corresponds to the classical two-dimensional Heisenberg system.
S bo, 3  1,
The results for ;fo ‘S' = ry = 1, D = 0 have been computed and are shown in Figure 6 
where the HTS results of Stanley and Caplan [15] are also shown for comparison  ^ The 
agreement between two results is indeed satisfactory.
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6. Concluding remarksIn the preceding sections we have developed a modified approach lo irreducible Green's function (IRG) formalism for the generalized Heisenberg ferromagnet which has been represented by a Hamiltonian which contains an axial anisotropy term and the exchange iiUcgral is so defined that all dimensions could be considered. The modification of IRG formalism has been done in two ways :(1) A typical commutator average A which is used in IRG formalism has been assumed to he non zero and independent of internal momenta in contrast to the earlier approaches.(2) A transformation operaior B  and consequently a parameter ^ have been introduced for cslimalion of the self-energy.The method has been found lo yield satisfactory results comparable to those of H JS  expansion. The method seems lo have the potentiality of carrying out the studies of oth|?r problems of magnetic models of complex form provided the exact high-temperaturc seriijs rcsulis for (he system considered are available. In future studies, we shall present some of these calculations with an attempt lo establish the validity of the new condition of irrcducibilily.
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